Dirt Dessert
Activities
Edible Dirt Cup Recipe – See attached pbs.org/parents/recipes/make-edibledirt-cups
Soil Investigation | Cyberchase
pbslearningmedia.org/resource/cyb12-soil-investigationvideo/cyberchase/
Science Crafts for Kids: Build a Worm Hotel | Wild Kratts
pbslearningmedia.org/resource/build-a-worm-hotel/wild-kratts/

PBS Games and Videos
Hal’s Big Dig | Nature Cat Game
Hal needs help finding the treasures he buried underground.
Learn about fossils and soil consistency in this game.
pbskids.org/naturecat/games/hals-big-dig
The Dirt on Dirt | Sid the Science Kid
Dirt is really important to the Earth because it helps things grow,
and it's also filled with tiny rocks, pieces of leaves, and even
living things like bugs and worms!
pbslearningmedia.org/resource/f6341f76-e155-4320-897f2efe9a04481c/f6341f76-e155-4320-897f-2efe9a04481c/

WILD KRATTS

Make Edible Dirt Cups
20 min activity

Our world is filled with plants and animals that live and burrow in dirt and soil. Get your hands dirty as you learn
about the different types of soil and make an edible “dirt” cup.

Materials
Chocolate cookies, such as Oreos
Graham crackers
Chocolate pudding
Small clear plastic cups
Plastic zip storage bag
Spoon
Coconut shreds (optional)
Green food coloring (optional)
Gummy worms (optional)

Directions
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Soil has multiple layers, and in this activity each edible ingredient will correspond to a different layer of soil:
subsoil, topsoil, and organic humus.

To get started, scoop a layer of chocolate pudding into the bottom of a clear plastic cup. This represents
the subsoil.

Place the chocolate cookies in a bag. Let your child mash them into crumbles. Tip: a rolling pin is useful for
this! Repeat with the graham crackers.

Add a layer of graham cracker crumbles on top of the pudding. This represents the topsoil.

Add a final layer of chocolate cookie crumbles on top of the graham cracker crumbles. This represents the
humus.
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For added texture, place some coconut shreds in a plastic zip bag and add a few drops of green food
coloring. Shake the bag. Allow the colored shreds to dry on some paper towels and then layer them on the
top of the dirt cup to look like grass. You can also add gummy worms!

Examine the “dirt” cup from the side and talk about the different layers. Explain that the soil outside, all
over the world, has layers, too.

Eat up!

Explore Further
Go outside and get your hands dirty in the soil. Talk about how it feels. Is it it wet or dry? Was it hard and clumpy
like clay or gritty like sand? Can you find any critters, rocks, or leaves in your patch of dirt? Can you dig down to a
different layer of soil?
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